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Abstract-plagiarism is one of the fraud activity in the society. it 
is one of the best way to check the copy of another contents. the 
plagiarism technology is better than other technology. 
Plagiarism is used to check the papers, in that paper it checks 
the grammar errors, vocabulary enhancement and improve the 
quality of your writing. We have a N-Tuple plagiarism detection 
algorithm which  detect overlap by making comparison between 
two string. that is test document and registered document. Our 
proposed detection process is based on natural language by 
comparing documents. We have implemented Map-Reduce 
based N-Tuple algorithm for processing big data using Hadoop 
sand detect plagiarism in big data. Normal N-Tuple algorithm is 
suitable for normal data processing not for big data processing 
In our proposed work it compares the billions of documents in 
order to detect and find the duplicated text in papers, websites 
and more. Plagiarism checker is helpful for avoiding 
plagiarism. To use this technology, upload the files in the 
repository files then copy and paste your content in the user file 
then click on the plagiarism check then wait for the result. the 
result will be display on the screen.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Written falsification assigns glomming another person 
work or originations and distributing that in their groups is 
called copyright infringement. Copy of another creator's 
content, and its introduction as one's own particular 
content is moreover called literary theft. Frameworks 
configuration is the way toward characterizing the 
engineering, parts, modules, interfaces, and information 
for a framework to satisfy assigned essentials. 
Frameworks configuration could optically recognize it as 
the use of frameworks hypothesis to item improvement. 
There is some cover with the orders of frameworks 
investigation, frameworks design and frameworks 
building.  

In the event that the more extensive subject of item 
improvement "mixes the point of view of showcasing, 
outline, and assembling into a solitary way to deal with 
item advancement," at that point configuration is the 
demonstration of taking the promoting data and causing 
the plan of  the item to be made. Frameworks 
configuration is consequently the way toward 
characterizing and creating frameworks to satisfy assigned 

essentials of the utilizer.Until the point when the 1990s 
frameworks configuration had a significant and loved part 
in the information preparing industry. In the 1990s 
institutionalization of equipment and programming 
brought about the personnel to fabricate particular 
frameworks. 

 The increasing centrality of programming running on non 
specific stages has upgraded the train of programming 
building. Question situated examination and outline 
strategies are turning into the most broadly utilized 
techniques for PC frameworks design.[citation needed] the 
uml has turned into the standard dialect in protest arranged 
investigation and design.[citation needed] it is generally 
used for displaying programming frameworks and is 
progressively used for high planning non-programming 
frameworks and organizations.[citation needed] 
Framework configuration is a standout amongst the most 
fundamental periods of programming improvement 
process. The indicate of the outline is to coordinate the 
arrangement of a difficulty assigned by the essential 
documentation. At the end of the day the initial phase in 
the answer for the difficulty is the outline of the venture.  

The simply of testing is to find blunders. Testing is the 
way toward attempting to find each possible blame or 
impotency in a work item. It gives an approach to check 
the usefulness of segments, sub-gatherings, congregations 
and additionally a finished item. It is the way toward 
practicing programming with the goal of discovering that 
the product framework meets its essentials and utilize 
prospects and does not bomb in an unsuitable way. The 
framework has been checked and approved by running the 
test information and live information. 

II. RELATED WORK 

Written falsification is the "wrongful assignment" and 
"taking and production" of another writer's "dialect, 
musings, thoughts, or articulations" and the portrayal of 
them as one's own particular unique work. The thought 
stays dangerous with vague definitions and misty 
standards. The advanced idea of copyright infringement as 
unethical and creativity as a perfect rose in Europe just in 
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the eighteenth century, especially with the Romantic 
development. Written falsification is viewed as scholastic 
unscrupulousness and a rupture of journalistic morals. It is 
liable to sanctions like punishments, suspension, and even 
removal. As of late, instances of 'extraordinary 
counterfeiting' have been recognized in the scholarly 
world. Written falsification isn't a wrongdoing in essence 
yet in the scholarly community and industry, it is a genuine 
moral offense, and instances of counterfeiting can 
constitute copyright encroachment. Along these lines, 
literary theft and copyright encroachment may cover to 
some degree, however they are not proportionate ideas, and 
numerous sorts of written falsification don't fall under the 
classification of copyright encroachment. Copyright 
encroachment is characterized by copyright law and might 
be arbitrated by courts. Copyright infringement isn't 
characterized by law, yet rather by foundations (counting 
proficient affiliations, instructive establishments, and 
business elements, for example, distributing organizations) 
and discipline for unoriginality isn't put forward by the 
legitimate framework. Inside scholarly world, copyright 
infringement by understudies, educators, or specialists is 
viewed as scholastic deceitfulness or scholarly 
misrepresentation, and wrongdoers are liable to scholastic 
scold, up to and including ejection. Numerous 
organizations utilize unoriginality location programming to 
reveal potential literary theft and to discourage 
understudies from appropriating. Nonetheless, the act of 
counterfeiting by utilization of adequate word substitutions 
to escape detainment programming, known as rogeting, has 
quickly advanced as understudies and untrustworthy 
scholastics look to remain in front of location 
programming. In news coverage, literary theft is viewed as 
a rupture of journalistic morals, and correspondents found 
stealing regularly confront disciplinary measures running 
from suspension to end of work. A few people found 
counterfeiting in scholastic or journalistic settings assert 
that they copied inadvertently, by neglecting to incorporate 
citations or give the fitting reference. While written 
falsification in grant and news coverage has a centuries-old 
history, the advancement of the Internet, where articles 
show up as electronic content, has made the physical 
demonstration of duplicating crafted by others significantly 
less demanding. 

III. ANALYSIS 

Investigation is the way toward breaking a compel subject 
or substance into littler parts to pick up a superior 
comprehension of it. Examiners in the field of designing 
take a gander at prerequisites, structures, components, and 
frameworks dimensions. Analysis is an exploratory 
movement. The Analysis Phase is the place the undertaking 
lifecycle starts. The Analysis Phase is the place you 
separate the expectations in the abnormal state Project 
Charter into the more point by point business necessities. 
The Analysis Phase is likewise the piece of the venture 

where you recognize the general heading that the task will 
take through the making of the undertaking technique 
records. Social occasion prerequisites are the principle 
fascination of the Analysis Phase.  

The way toward social affair necessities is typically more 
than basically asking the clients what they need and 
recording their answers. Contingent upon the multifaceted 
nature of the application, the procedure for get-together 
prerequisites has a plainly characterized procedure of its 
own. This procedure comprises of a gathering of repeatable 
procedures that use certain methods to catch, archive, 
convey, and oversee prerequisites 

IV. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

The below figure shows a general block diagram 
describing the activities performed by this project. The 
entire architecture has been implemented in nine modules 
which we will see in high level design and low level design 
in later chapters Major divisions in this architecture are 

Data Access Layer 

Data access layer is the one which exposes all the possible 
operations on the data base to the outside world. It will 
contain the DAO classes, DAO interfaces, POJOs, and 
Utils as the internal components. All the other modules of 
this project will be communicating with the DAO layer for 
their data access needs. 

 

                                Fig.1 System Architecture 

Account Operations 

Account operations module provides the following 
functionalities to the end users of our project.  

• Register a new seller/ buyer account 
• Login to an existing account 
• Logout from the session 
• Edit the existing Profile 
• Change Password for security issues 
• Forgot Password and receive the current password 

over an email 
• Delete an existing Account  
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Account operations module will be re-using the DAO layer 
to provide the above functionalities.  

Repository Files  

Here the end users can upload the text files against which 
the inputted text file has to be compared with for detecting 
the plagiarism. The collection of such files against which 
the inputted files will be compared with is called as the 
repository.  

The user will be provided with an HTML interface where 
they  can browse their local file system to upload as many 
repository files they want. There is actually another method 
to upload the repository files which is called as bulk 
upload. This hack is used only when the users have 
numerous amount of text files to be uploaded. 

Configure 

This module allows the users to perform couple of 
configuration process. Firstly, the tuple size and secondly, 
the threshold value. The tuple size will be used by our N-
Tuple algorithm while performing the plagiarism detection 
check. As the tuple size increases the accuracy decreases. 
The tuple size will have a direct impact on the result. And 
then the threshold value indicates the acceptable 
percentage of the result which is not considered as the 
plagiarism. The files anything above the threshold value 
will be marked in red indicating that they have been 
plagiarized and those below the threshold values will be 
marked in green indicating that the contents are genuine. 

User files 

Here the end users can upload the text files which have to 
be checked for plagiarism against each of the files in the  
repository. The collection of such files which will be 
compared against the repository files for plagiarism are 
called as user files.. The user will be provided with an 
HTML interface where they can browse their local file 
system to upload as many repository files they want. There 
is another method to upload the user files which is called as 
bulk upload. This hack is used only when the users have 
numerous amount of text files to be uploaded.  

Synonyms 

This module allows the users to define the synonyms to be 
used while performing the plagiarism detection check. 
Synonym is a word or phrase that means exactly or nearly 
the same as another word or phrase in the same language, 
for example shut is a synonym of close. 

Plagiarism Check 

This module provides the implementation of the N-Tuple 
algorithm to perform the plagiarism detection check. Each 
of the files in the user files will be compared against each 
of the files in the repository. The result of each of these 
comparisons will be shown the users. Also, each of the 
files in the user files will be compared against the 

concatenated contents of all the files in the repository. This 
result is called as the overall result. 

V. RESULTS 

The end user will be provided with a wonderful HTML 
interface where he/she can visualize the result of the 
plagiarism check algorithm. The user can see the result of 
each of the file in the user files against each of the file in 
the repository. Also, the user can see the result of each of 
the file in the user files against the concatenated content of 
all of the files in the repository 

 

Fig.2 Data Flow Diagram 

An information stream outline is the graphical portrayal of 
the stream of information through a data framework. DFD 
is extremely valuable in understanding a framework and 
can be effectively utilized amid investigation.  

A DFD demonstrates the stream of information through a 
framework. It see a framework as a capacity that changes 
the Contributions to wanted yields. Any unpredictable 
frameworks won't play out this change in a solitary 
advance and an information will normally experience a 
progression of changes before it turns into the yield. With 
an information stream chart, clients can picture how the 
framework will work that the framework will achieve and 
how the framework will be actualized, old framework 
information stream graphs can be drawn up and contrasted 
and another frameworks information stream outline to 
attract correlations with execute a more effective 
framework. Information stream charts can be utilized to 
furnish the end client with a physical thought of where the 
information they input, at last as an impact upon the 
structure of the entire framework. 

The external objects that interact directly with the system 
are called actors.  Actors include humans, external devices 
and other software systems. The important thing about 
actors is that they are not under control of the application. 
In this project, user of the system is the actor. To find use 
cases, for each actor, list the fundamentally different ways 
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in which the actor uses the system. Each of these ways is a 
use case. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

 

In this work N-Tuple algorithm is modified for distributed 
computing platform using Hadoop. In this work different 
capacity datasets are tested for plagiarism using modified 
N-Tuple on Hadoop. It is found that execution time doesn’t 
increase considerable for bigger dataset also and data will 
be distributed across the cluster of machines. This 
technique takes sometimes for finding results gives output 
in short time with speed and accuracy and we are easily 
process and handle big data sets. So hadoop is used for 
performance enhancement.  
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